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Programmes surveying surgical site infection (SSI)
have been implemented throughout the world and are
associated with a reduction in SSI rates. We report
data on non-prosthetic surgery from the Italian SSI
surveillance programme for the period 2009 to 2011.
Participation in the programme was voluntary. We
evaluated the occurrence of SSI, based on protocols
from the European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control, within 30 days of surgery. Demographic data,
risk factors, type of surgery and presence of SSI were
recorded. The National Coordinating Centre analysed
the pooled data. On 355 surgical wards 60,460 operations were recorded, with the number of surveyed
intervention doubling over the study period. SSI was
observed in 1,628 cases (2,6%) and 60% of SSI were
diagnosed through 30-days post discharge surveillance. Operations performed in hospitals with at
least two years of surveillance showed a 29% lower
risk of SSI. Longer intervention duration, American
Society of Anesthesiologists’ (ASA) score of at least
three, and pre-surgery hospital stay of at least two
days were associated with increased risk of SSI,
while videoscopic procedures had reduced SSI rates.
Implementation of a national surveillance programme
was helpful in reducing SSI rates and should be prioritised in all healthcare systems.

Introduction

Surgical site infections (SSI) represent one of the
main complications in patients undergoing surgery,
with major implications in terms of morbidity, including additional surgical procedures or transfer to an
intensive care unit (ICU), mortality, longer duration of
hospital stay, and financial burden [1]. A considerable
proportion of SSI could be avoided through the implementation of adequate preventive strategies. Thus SSI
incidence has been recommended by the European
Council and proposed as an indicator of healthcare
quality in the context of clinical governance and
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performance monitoring, and is therefore a target of
many healthcare systems [2-4].
Over the past four decades, national and international
SSI surveillance systems have been implemented,
aimed at gathering data on SSI and building programmes to reduce their incidence [5-7]. Although data
from different hospitals may vary significantly, due to
factors such as hospital and patient characteristics,
benchmarking SSI incidence between hospitals and
over time may allow identification of areas for targeted
intervention and may help to better allocate resources.
[8] In addition to documenting a relevant part of the
healthcare system, surveillance itself, even without
any specific intervention, has been associated with a
reduction in SSI incidence, another reason to recommend implementation of national surveillance systems
[5,8,9].
The Italian Centre for Disease Control and Prevention
(Centro per il Controllo e la Prevenzione delle Malattie;
CCM) funded, in 2005, the implementation of a national
surveillance system for SSI (Sistema Nazionale
Sorveglianza Infezioni del Sito Chirurgico; SNICh), with
the aim to facilitate comparisons within and between
hospitals and to participate to the European surveillance programme, coordinated by the European Centre
for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC). The objective of this study was to describe the main characteristics of the SNICh programme, and in particular to
report its impact on SSI rates for the period from 2009
to 2011.

Methods
Settings and background

The study was performed within the national surveillance system, coordinated by the Regional Health
Agency of the Emilia-Romagna Region (Agenzia
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Sanitaria e Sociale Regionale Emilia-Romagna; ASSR)
and funded by CCM. ASSR acted as the National
Coordinating Centre. Participation in the SNICh programme is voluntary. Any single hospital ward, hospital, or regional network may participate.

Data collection

The procedures undergoing surveillance are those
reported in the National Protocol for SSI surveillance
[10]. For this study, procedures involving implants of
prosthetic material were not considered due to the very
different length of post-intervention follow-up that is
required (one year vs one month) and because data
regarding the one-year follow-up were not yet available
at the moment of the analysis. Furthermore, intervention categories that did not reach 100 operations in the
considered time frame were excluded. Information on
SSIs were recorded by clinicians and/or nurses during
post-operatory contacts with patients. This analysis
included surgical procedures surveyed between 2009
and 2011 from all participating surgical wards.
Data on surgical operations are recorded, by law, for
every procedure, in the hospitals’ operation registries. Thus information on surgical unit, date of operation, procedure ICD-9CM codes, wound contamination
class, American Society of Anaesthesiology (ASA)
score, duration of intervention, whether the procedure was urgent and whether it was performed using
an endoscopic/laparoscopic approach, was retrieved
by hospital staff from the hospital operation registry. Demographic characteristics of patients (sex and
age) were recorded in the discharge form (Scheda di
Dimissione Ospedaliera; SDO) of every patient staying in the hospital. Dates of admission and discharge
and the hospital identification code were also retrieved
from the SDO.
Information on post-discharge contact were retrieved
from three different sources, depending on the type of
contact: (i) if the patient was readmitted to the hospital within the follow-up time frame, data were available
via SDO; (ii) whenever the patient accessed the hospital for post-discharge visits, data were available via
the regional ambulatory activity database (ASA); (iii) in
case the information regarding the intervention followup was obtained by phone or on returning the post-discharge letter, a special form was filled in. If more than
one type of information was available, the latest date
within 30 days from the intervention was considered
as the ‘date of last information’ and therefore recorded
in the database. Data regarding the number of surgical
procedures performed in Italy were retrieved from the
Ministry of Health database [11].
Data were fed back to all participating centres in the
form of written reports in three different formats: a pdf
file for the national report published on the SNICh site,
an html dashboard for regional reports and another
html report for single-hospital reports. The national
report is published once a year. The regional and
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single-hospital analyses are sent via email to all participating centres and to regional contact points once a
year or on demand.

Definitions

The main outcome variable was the occurrence of an
SSI within 30 days of the operation. SSIs were further
classified as superficial, deep incisional, or organ/
space. The definitions used for recording SSIs and
classifying them for severity were those given by ECDC
in the ‘hospital acquired infection surgical site infection’ (HAISSI) protocol [12].
Wound Classification, ASA score, and duration of
intervention were used to calculate the SSI risk index
[13]. Definitions by ECDC were used for this group of
variables. The cut-off values for the duration of operative procedures categories, needed for the calculation
of SSI risk index, were taken from the protocol of the
National Health Surveillance Network (NHSN) [14]. ICD9CM procedures codes were grouped into operative
procedure categories according to the NHSN.
A variable indicating how long a hospital had been performing SSI surveillance was calculated for every procedure in the database as the difference between the
surgery date and the date when the hospital started
performing surveillance. When a hospital interrupted
the surveillance for a full quarter, a new starting date
was used for later procedures. The variable was then
recoded as a binary one, indicating whether the hospital had been surveying for more than two years at the
time of one particular surgery.

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables, such as age and duration of operation were recoded as categorical variables. Duration
was recoded as a binary variable indicating whether
the procedure lasted longer than the NHSN 75th percentile for that particular category (as it is done when
calculating the SSI risk index.) Age was also recoded
as a binary variable, by dividing patients into those
younger than 65 years and those 65 years and older.
Statistical significance for univariate odds ratios was
assessed with Fisher’s exact test. Multivariate analysis was performed using generalised mixed models, in
order to account for the correlation of episodes within
hospitals and operative procedures. The model presented is a multilevel model with random intercepts
and the outcome variable following a binomial distribution with a logit link.
The hospital and the operative procedure category
were treated as random effects. Wound classification,
ASA score, duration of operation, technique used (classical vs laparoscopic/endoscopic) and urgency of operation were treated as fixed effects, as were potential
confounders such as age and sex. Finally, the variable
indicating whether the hospital in which the operation
www.eurosurveillance.org

Table 1
Main characteristics of the operations recorded in the
SNICh programme, Italy, 2009–2011 (n=60,460)
Operations
n (%)

Infections
n (rate per 100
procedures)

Under 75th percentile

48,438 (80)

1,108 (2.3)

Over 75th percentile

12,022 (20)

520 (4.3)
285 (1.6)

Duration of operation

ASA score
1

18,085 (30)

2

26,019 (43)

712 (2.7)

3

9,410 (16)

422 (4.5)

4

1,804 (3)

116 (6.4)

5

152 (0)

9 (5.9)

4,990 (8)

84 (1.7)

I

29,055 (49)

478 (1.6)

II

23,844 (40)

673 (2.8)

III

4,947 (8)

318 (6.4)

IV

1,488 (3)

152 (10.2)

Classic

46,911 (79)

1,414 (3.0)

Videoscopic

12,125 (21)

211 (1.7)

NA
Wound classa

Technique of operationa

was performed had been continuously submitting data
to the SNICh system for more than two years (at the
time of operation) was also treated as a fixed effect.
Different model specifications were evaluated.
Continuous variables were tested without being
recoded as categorical ones, different groupings were
tried for categorical ordinal variables, components of
the SSI risk index were replaced by the index itself and
random slopes were added to random effects in the
hypothesis that operations characteristics have different effects on the outcome depending on the operative
procedure category. The significance of the random
effects was assessed by comparing the log-likelihoods
of models. Alternative models either gave worse results
than the one presented here (according to Akaike’s and
Bayesian information criteria) or introduced complexity
without providing a significant improvement.
The model presented for the main outcome variable
was also applied to a second end point, in-hospital
detected severe infections (either deep incisional or
organ/space).

<2 days

28,499 (47)

485 (1.7)

≥2 days

31,917 (53)

1,141 (3.6)

Data were analysed with the statistical software R [15].
The R package lme4 [16] was used for the multilevel
modelling and the R package exactci [17] was used for
calculating confidence intervals.

Male

20,298 (34)

668 (3.3)

Results

Female

40,162 (66)

960 (2.4)
7 (1.8)

Hospital stay before operationa

Sex

Age

a

0–1

399 (1)

2–5

470 (1)

6 (1.3)

6–15

955 (2)

23 (2.4)

16–45

21,778 (36)

376 (1.7)

46–65

16,262 (27)

461 (2.8)

66–85

18,533 (31)

690 (3.7)

1,955 (3)

65 (3.3)

No

45,044 (75)

1,174 (2.6)

Yes

15,006 (25)

452 (3.0)
222 (1.7)

≥85
Urgent operationa

Operative procedure categoryb
Caesarean section

12,970 (21)

Cholecystectomy

9,653 (16)

162 (1.7)

Breast surgery

8,724 (14)

156 (1.8)

Colon surgery

6,130 (10)

508 (8.3)

Herniorrhaphy

4,172 (7)

50 (1.2)

Open reduction of fracture

2,365 (4)

14 (0.6)

Appendectomy

1,957 (3)

51 (2.6)

Prostatectomy

1,558 (3)

49 (3.1)

Rectal surgery

1,412 (2)

126 (8.9)

Laminectomy

1,407 (2)

5 (0.4)

Thoracic surgery

1,010 (2)

11 (1.1)

ASA: American Society of Anaesthesiology; SNICh: Sistema
Nazionale Sorveglianza Infezioni del Sito Chirurgico.
a
Data are missing in these categories. Percentages are calculated
on the available data: wound class (n=59,334), operation
technique (n=59,036), hospital stay before operation
(n=60,416), age (n=60,352), urgent operation (n=60,050).
b
Only operation categories with ≥1,000 procedures are reported.
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The SNICh system collected data on 83,127 operations
from 2009 to 2011, and the final number of operations
considered for the study was 60,460. For 54,240 of
these (89.7%) there was no missing information.
The surveyed operations increased from 14,616 in
2009 to 28,739 in 2011 (+96%). The top 10 interventions surveyed in 2011 represented 3% of the interventions performed at the national level, varying between
2.3% for appendectomy and 5.9% for breast surgery.
A total of 355 wards, from 12 of the 20 Italian regions,
contributed an average of 170 records (median: 64;
interquartile range (IQR): 23–147.) Two thirds of the
patients were females, and the combined average age
was 53 years. Female patients were on average significantly younger (51 vs 59 years; t-test: 46.35; p<0.001),
but the difference was entirely due to Caesarean section operations (after removing Caesarean sections,
both sexes averaged at 59 years of age.)
Pre-operatory hospital stay lasted for a median of two
days (IQR: 1–3), while post-operatory stay lasted for a
median of three days (IQR: 1–6). Thirty percent of the
patients were operated in a hospital which had been
continuously reporting data to SNICh for more than two
years (at the time of operation.) Distributions of characteristics of the operations are reported in Table 1.
An SSI was reported for 1,628 operations (2.6%); 544
infections were either deep incisional or organ/space:
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Table 2
Variables associated with surgical site infections: univariate and multivariate odds ratios, Italy, 2009–2011 (n=1,628)
Univariate analysis
OR
Duration of operation

95% CI

Multivariate analysisa
p value

OR

95% CI

p value

b

Under 75th percentile

1

-

-

1

-

-

Over 75th percentile

1.93

1.74–2.15

<0.001

1.52

1.32–1.74

<0.001

<3

1

-

-

1

-

-

≥3

2.19

1.96–2.43

<0.001

1.42

1.22–1.65

<0.001

ASA score

Wound class
I

1

-

-

1

-

-

II

1.74

1.54–1.96

<0.001

1.36

1.08–1.72

<0.05

III

4.11

3.55–4.75

<0.001

1.71

1.29–2.26

<0.001

IV

6.81

5.61–8.21

<0.001

2.51

1.83–3.44

<0.001

Technique of operation
Classic

1

-

-

1

-

-

0.57

0.49–0.66

<0.001

0.49

0.40–0.61

<0.001

<2 days

1

-

-

1

-

-

≥2 days

2.14

1.92–2.39

<0.001

1.22

1.05–1.41

<0.05

Videoscopic
Hospital stay before operation

Sex
Male
Female

1

-

-

1

-

-

0.72

0.65–0.80

<0.001

1.10

0.96–1.27

0.166

Age
<65 years

1

-

-

1

-

-

≥65 years

1.70

1.54–1.87

<0.001

1.01

0.88–1.16

0.891

No

1

-

-

1

-

-

Yes

1.16

1.04–1.29

<0.01

1.29

1.11–1.51

<0.05

Urgent operation

Years of continuous participation in the surveillance
<2 years

1

-

-

1

-

-

≥2 years

0.60

0.53–0.68

<0.001

0.71

0.59–0.84

<0.001

ASA: American Society of Anaesthesiology; CI: confidence interval; OR: odds ratio.
Multilevel logistic regression. Values reported for fixed effects. Hospitals and operation categories modelled as random effects (both effects
significant according to log-likelihood test; p<0.001).
b
Duration compared with the National Health Surveillance Network 75th percentile for the given operation category.
a

the number accounts for about one third of all the
infections.

Uni- and multivariate analysis

Variables commonly associated with higher risk of SSI
showed a significantly higher proportion of operations
resulting in an infection. Table 2 reports odds ratios
(with levels of significance and confidence intervals
(CI)) obtained both with univariate and multivariate
analysis: longer intervention duration, ASA score of at
least three, and duration of pre-surgery hospital stay
of at least two days, were found to be associated with
an increased risk of SSI, whereas videoscopic procedures were associated with reduced SSI rates.
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Operations performed in hospitals with at least two
years of surveillance behind them showed a 29% lower
risk of SSI, after accounting for all the other predictors, including the operation category and the facility.
When the same model was applied to the severe infections detected in hospital, either before discharge or
on readmission, (n=313; 0.5%), the values obtained for
odds ratios and CIs were similar to the ones from the
model on the complete dataset, thus including infections detected in both in- and outpatients. In particular
the odds ratio for operations performed in hospitals
with at least two years of surveillance was 0.58 (95%
CI: 0.36–0.92).
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Post-discharge surveillance

Ten days after the operation, when 90% of patients
were already discharged, barely over a half of the
recorded SSIs had been detected. Over 80% of SSIs
were detected by the day 16, and over 90% by day 22.
The median length of post-intervention follow-up was
26 days (IQR 9–30 days). This figure is very close to
the desired complete follow-up of 30 days. The date of
last information for surveyed procedures, corresponding to the end of the follow-up, was defined in 39% of
cases through an ambulatory visit, in 22% cases during hospital stay (either before first discharge, or during a readmission), and in the remaining 39% patients
by telephone call or by returning the post-discharge
letter.
The proportion of SSI identified through telephone call
or pre-stamped letter was 22%. The proportion of nonsuperficial SSI identified in the post-discharge surveillance (PDS) was 11%. Finally, the proportion of SSI
identified through the PDS programme varied among
different interventions, between 51 and 96% (see Table
3).
Operations resulting in an SSI lead to an increased
post-operation hospital stay. The global median hospital stay for infected patients was five days (IQR: 2–12
days), and was higher for non-superficial SSIs (eight
days; IQR: 1–18 days). The median hospital stay was
three days (IQR: 1–6 days) in non-infected operated
patients.

Discussion

The first analysis of the Italian SSI surveillance system
had two main results: (i) SSIs occurred at a lower rate
for operations performed in hospitals that participate
regularly to the surveillance, and (ii) the total number
of surgical procedures surveyed doubled over the study
period. Further interesting information that emerged
from this study was the high proportion of SSI, over
60%, identified through PDS. Finally, the study confirmed that most of the risk factors already known to
be associated with an increased or reduced risk of
SSI were valid also for the Italian population. In fact,
longer intervention duration, an ASA score of at least
three and pre-surgery hospital stay of at least two days
were found to be associated with an increased risk of
SSI. On the other hand, videoscopic procedures were
associated with reduced SSI rates.
There are several limitations to this study. As every
national surveillance system, SNICh has intrinsic
limitations, in particular diagnostic criteria, number
of enrolled patients, and intensity of surveillance.
Although we used the same definition throughout the
country, it is possible that the clinical diagnosis varied between hospitals and even between wards of the
same facility. This is at least partly related to the fact
that SSI diagnostic criteria are not uniform in the medical literature, and are complex and difficult to apply in a
consistent way [4]. Despite this, the most common SSI
www.eurosurveillance.org

Table 3
Proportion of surgical site infections identified through
post-discharge surveillance, Italy, 2009–2011 (n=1,628)
Type of intervention

SSI identified with PDS n (%)

Appendectomy

33/51 (65%)

Breast surgery

150/156 (96%)

Cholecystectomy

131/162 (86%)

Colon surgery

259/508 (51%)

Caesarean section

211/222 (95%)

Rectal surgery

69/126 (55%)

PDS: post-discharge surveillance; SSI: surgical site infection.

definitions have similar capacity to predict outcomes
influenced by SSI [4]. As no interventions to improve
diagnostic capacity have been performed to date, we
feel that it is unlikely that intra-centre diagnostic difference had a considerable impact on SSI trends. On
the other hand, since no internal validation of the diagnostic criteria has been performed to date, it is possible that some of the differences in SSI rates could be
due to inter-centre diagnostic disparities. We feel that,
if a problem of misdiagnosis exists, it has probably
been similar over the whole study period.
Furthermore, the relatively short duration of the study,
three years, should have also restricted the possibility of intra-centre variation. Low representativeness of
the surveyed surgical procedures in our national programme represents a second limitation of the study.
Not all regional healthcare systems participated in the
surveillance programme, and those that did, surveyed
very different numbers of interventions.
As a third limitation, it cannot be excluded in the
absence of validation studies that the intensity of
surveillance changed over the study period, either
decreasing or increasing. However, the reduction in
SSI incidence we observed was almost the same as
reported by the German surveillance programme KISS
(Krankenhaus-Infektions-Surveillance-System), and by
the Dutch PREZIES (PREventie van ZIEkenhuisinfecties
door Surveillance), i.e. 29% and 31% respectively
[18,19]. Furthermore, the observed reduction in SSI
was confirmed when considering severe SSI only, i.e.
non-superficial SSI diagnosed during hospital stay
(OR: 0.58, CI: 0.36–0.92); they constitute a more stable
sample for comparisons because the variations in performing PDS are eliminated [20,21].
Finally, interventions including a prosthetic implant
were excluded. This choice was based upon the difference in follow-up that is needed to rule out an infection with prosthetic material, i.e. one year. Although
the exclusion of these interventions may limit the
5

comparability with other systems, the proportion of
such procedures varies significantly in the different
systems, representing from less than a third to over
half of the surveyed interventions [9,19,22]. Despite
these differences the reduction observed in the different systems was similar. We therefore hypothesise that
the impact on comparability due to exclusion of orthopaedic intervention is small.
The implementation of a national surveillance programme for SSI is a difficult task, particularly in times
of crisis, with financial restraints, staff reductions,
and decreased investments, including those in new
information technology, all factors that impact on management and efficacy of a surveillance programme. In
2006, the CCM funded the implementation of a surveillance programme focussing on SSI and infections
in ICU to collect national data and send information
to ECDC [12]. As shown here, the Italian national programme had positive effects such as data collection
for the European surveillance system, a national standard for SSI surveillance, regional groups on SSI, and a
unique surveillance database for SSI.
The most striking achievement of the project, representing the core target of any surveillance program, was
the rapid reduction in SSI incidence within three years;
hospitals participating for more than two years had a
29% reduction in SSI rate. It has to be pointed out that
the observed reduction was not due to lower baseline
SSI rates in the centres surveying for more than two
years. In fact, with the specification of the hospitals
as random levels in the multilevel analysis, potential
differences in baseline SSI rates have been taken into
account. The decrease was probably due to not only the
implementation of the surveillance programme but also
other prevention interventions that are often associated with such programmes. Our observations confirm
what has been previously reported in the literature: a
significant reduction in hospital-acquired infections is
expected within three years from the implementation of
the surveillance programme [5,9,19,22]. Interestingly,
the same decline was observed after implementation
of such systems under different conditions and therefore it seems independent of changes in patient characteristics and technological innovation [9]. Data from
France and the Netherlands show that further improvement beyond the third year of surveillance is possible,
reaching SSI rate reductions of more than 50% after
five to nine years [5,19].
The number of surgical procedures undergoing surveillance doubled in the three-year study period.
Similar results have been observed in the European
surveillance programme where the number of surgical procedures undergoing surveillance increased
2.8-fold between 2004 and 2009 [1]. Participation in
the national surveillance system increased also in the
United States, where the number of procedures surveyed increased from about 550,000 in the 12-year
period between 1992 and 2003, with an average of
6

some 45,000 intervention per year, to about 800,000
in the three-year period between 2006 and 2008, i.e.
over 260,000 intervention each year, a more than fivefold increase [23,24].
We would welcome a further and steady increase in
participation at national level: if the observed reduction were applied to all surgical procedures performed
in the country, some 14,000 SSIs per year could be
avoided. This could potentially lead to some 25,000
hospital days less per year, prevent individual suffering, and result in significant financial savings. A
recent Italian meta-analysis shows that the average
cost of one SSI is about EUR 13,000 [25]. Based upon
these estimates, the possible savings after three years
would range, for the whole country, between EUR 50
million and EUR 175 million. Furthermore, a decrease
in SSI would reduce the number of litigations against
hospitals, probably representing even larger economic
savings.
In contrast to other surveillance systems, SNICh has a
high proportion of infection detected during PDS. The
internal structure of our surveillance system implies
higher SSI rates in centres performing more accurate
PDS, and limits the comparability with other systems,
such as KISS or PREZIES, and of participating hospitals
within SNICh. Programmes with limited or no PDS detect
lower SSI rates. Participation to the SNICh programme
is voluntary, and each centre may decide which interventions to survey. The centres that perform surveillance and PDS therefore do so willingly. These aspects
could limit the generalisability of the results. Aiming at
a wider uptake of the programme, there is a need to
identify the most efficient surveillance strategy, which
could lead to a revision of PDS duration, probably the
most resource-intensive part of the SSI surveillance
programme. Data from our study show that restricting
PDS to three weeks, i.e. to the period when a patient
is generally receiving ambulatory care after a surgical
procedure, would identify around 90% of the events.
In conclusion, our data show that national surveillance
programmes are beneficial for health, ethical and
financial targets. We feel that a progressive expansion
of these programmes should be pursued strongly both
at a central and local level; mandatory participation
could represent an important public health target.
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